We obtain a pair of second order differential equations in two variables x and t from the coupled DGLAP QCD evolution equations at small x using the standard Taylor series expansion method.To that end we keep terms upto O(x 2 ).We use the standard assumption about the relationship between the singlet Structure Function and the gluon distributions 
Introduction
The parton distribution function of the nucleon is an essential ingredient in any high energy physics experiments.The distribution functions which are functions of the Bjorken variable x and the four momentum tranfer squared Q 2 between the lepton and the hadron in DIS experiment, is not calculable in theory but its evolution in Q 2 can be predicted by perturbative QCD method. The DGLAP equations [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] are the essential tools to calculate the evolution of the parton distributions and the structure functions of the nucleon and nuclei. These equations are integro-differential equations whose complexity rises as we move to higher and higher order.
These equations are normally solved numerically taking into account the world data on lepton hadron scattering [6] . But alternatively the evolution equations can also be solved analytically under certain assumptions valid to be at low x [7] [8] [9] 12] . In reference [7] [8] [9] 12 ] several authors make a Taylor approximation and convert the integro differential DGLAP equations into first order partial differential equations in both x and t where x is Bjorken variable and t =log(
Λ 2 ) and Λ as QCD scale parameter.As a second step, an ansatz relating gluon and singlet structure Function is assumed [8] to make them analytically solvable. In the present paper we rederive the solutions of the coupled DGLAP equations of O(x) in LO at low x and show that with such an ansatz the two equations in the coupled set lead to two different non-unique solutions by Lagranges Auxiliary method, a feature overlooked in Ref [7] [8] [9] 12] .Similarly we derive the solutions of the coupled DGLAP equations of O(x 2 ) in LO at low x by a very basic method of Separation of Variables and using the same ansatz, the coupled set lead to again two non-unique solutions.
In sections 2, we outline a brief formalism,section 3 shows the results and the conclusions are highlighted in section 4. This paper reports a set of Taylor approximated O(x) and O(x 2 ) DGLAP Ref. [1] [2] [3] [4] equations at small x using the Lagranges method and the Method of seperation of Variables respectively .
Formalism
The coupled DGLAP equations for quark and gluon parton distribution function defined as q(x, t) and g(x, t) at leading order (LO) are given in Ref. [5] t ∂ ∂t
where, i is any quark flavor , t = log(
is four momentum transfer squared with Λ as QCD scale parameter. α s is the strong coupling constant which is given in LO by
The other constants are
and N f is the number of quark Flavours.
The subindex ′ + ′ in the term
is a plus distribution which indicates the cancellation of the divergence that is appearing at z = 1 through
where, f (z) is any arbitrary function.
We reduce this integrodifferential equation to a calculable partial differential equation by defining a new variable u = 1 − z and expanding
Using the Taylor series upto the second order O(x 2 ) for small x for quarks and gluon distri-
) and g( ) can be written respectively as
Using equations (4)and (5) 
Similarly equation (2) can be written as
Equations (6) and (7) can be written in compact form as:
The expressions for J 1 , J 2 , J 3 , ........J 12 are as given in the Appendix A.
Neglecting the O(x 2 ) terms in the equations (8) and (9), the corresponding DGLAP equations in O(x) are as follows
To obtain the qualitative feature of our work, at the quark level,for a single quark flavor, we use the relation:
Where, C(t) is an x independent and t dependent function compatible with the analysis of Lopez and Yndurain [14] . Using eqn. (12) in equations (8) and (9) and also in equations (10) and (11) and we obtain the following pair of 1 st and 2 nd order differential equations respectively as follows:
and
equations (15) and (16) are solved by using the standard Lagranges Method [10] .To apply
Lagrange's Method, we put the two above equations (13) and (14) in the form as
Where, Q 1 (x, t), P 1 (x, t), R 1 (x, t), Q 2 (x, t), P 2 (x, t), R 2 (x, t) are obtained by comparing equation(17) with equation (13) and equation (18) with equation (14) given in Appendix B.
The general solution of equation (17) and (18) is obtained by solving the following auxillary system of ordinary differential equations.
Where, m goes from 1 to 2 referring respectively the two equations (17) and (18) Solving the auxillary equations, we get
And,
Where 
Where, α m and β m are the quantities to be determined from boundary conditions on q(x, t).
Considering m = 1 and putting the expressions for u 1 and v 1 as in equations (21) and (22) in the above equation (25) we get the corresponding solution as
Similarly for m=2 we obtain
where α 1 , α 2 , β 1 and β 2 are four unknown parameters.The algebraic structures show that (26) =(27).
To obtain a corresponding information for second order we use the method of Separation of
Variables [11] instead,which means all Parton Distribution Functions are factorizable in x and t.Under this assumption we can write
To go further we have to put some information of C(t).Assuming C(t) = k(constant) [8] ,We obtain the solutions for T (t) andT (t) as
andT
where s 2 andŝ 2 are positive separation constants and for any initial scale at
In obtaining both the expressions we used at any initial scale at Q 2 = Q 2 0 (i.e at t = t 0 ),the input distribution is a function of x only.Hence q(x, t 0 ) = X(x) orX(x) and so
Depending on the nature of equations Hyperbolic,Parabolic and Elliptic [10] .X(x) has three solutions:
Consequently q I (x, t) have the following forms
and q II (x, t) have the forms
andÂ
To obtain the above forms (32),(33),(34),(35),(36),(37) analytically we make further assumption besides method of Separation of Variables such as A(x) ≃ A, B(x, t) ≃ B, H(x, t) ≃ H which means that A, B, H has a slow x dependence.Thus here too from independent algebraic structures (32) = (35), (33) = (36), (34) = (37). An observation of above equations shows that algebraic structures of q I (x, t) and q II (x, t) for each are different i.e q I (x, t) = q II (x, t).
To conclude, we obtain two inequivalent quark distribution for small x DGLAP equations taking both the O(x) and O(x 2 ) terms.
Results
In this section we show our results of O(x) and O(x 2 ) graphically.
For O(x):
We can write from equations (26) and (27)
where a 1 (x, k), a 2 (x, t, k), a 3 (x, k), a 4 (x, t, k) are given in Appendix C.
For the initial scale t = t 0
Now we take the ratio of eqn.(40) and (42) as
ratio of eqn.(41) and (43)
So,
Similarly,
where we assumed q
The above two equations (46) and (47) are the exact expressions for our model parton dis-tribution function at O(x). To express it in terms of Singlet Structure Functions F S 2 (x, t) = x i {q i (x, t) +q i (x, t)} we can write the above two expressions in the limit
as
Now we need to numerically determine the unknown terms β 1 , β 2 , k. In the ultra small x limit we get
In this limit we obtain the expression for the following
In that ultra small x limit (46) and (47) becomes
Now for any fixed x and certain Q 2 we can determine β 1 and k from equation (55) Taking the HERA input parameterization [6] and using the recent HERA data [6] ,we obtain
In the expressions a 2 (x, t, 0.8) and a 4 (x, t, 0.8) there is an integration over x.So to obtain it numerically a lower and upper limit of x is required.We take the lower limit of x as 6 × 10 −7 [6] and upper limit as 0.2.Our model is based on small x so the highest limit we take here is 0.2 which is the plausible higher small x limit. We test graphically whether the structure functions
(x, t) obtained from equations (49) and (50) using equations (57) and (58) respectively match well with the recent HERA data as in Fig.1 . We observe that the two 
For
We assume that for a very small x ,we can take sin βx ≃ 0 in equation(34)
Likewise as in O(x)
Now, 
Putting in equation (60) we obtain,
Similarly for q II (x, t) of equation (37) when sinβx ≃ 0
where in equations (62) and (63) we assumed q
In terms of Singlet Structure Function we get,
Again,
Now we make a graphical interpretation of our obtained Singlet Structure Functions as a function of Q 2 for a certain x.We use the obtained value of k as in O(x) as 0.8 and we take separation constants s 2 = 5 andŝ 2 = 5, as lower the value of separation constants makes the separation between the F S(I) 2 (x, t) and F S(II) 2 (x, t) plots less. Fig.2(a) and fig.2(b) have the same feature as in fig.1(a) and fig.1(b) which shows the non identical nature of solutions and the second solution is closer to the data.
Conclusion
In this paper we have shown that the two solutions q I (x, t) and q II (x, t) obtained from the DGLAP equations (13) and (14) for O(x) and from equations (15) and (16) for O(x 2 ) are not identical with each other,a feature not studied in the earlier communications [7] [8] [9] 15] .The graphical representations also support this conclusion.While comparing with the recent HERA data, we find that our theoretical prediction of first solution overshoots the experimental data and the second one is much closer to it. Proper incorporation of flavour dependence in the equations (12) and (48) might perhaps improve our result further significantly.Such study is currently under progress.
Appendix B:
Appendix C:
Appendix D:
For different inputs q I (x, t) and q II (x, t) will evolve differently.For q(x, t 0 ) we take the input parameterization of HERA group at Q 2 0 = 1.9 GeV 2 as follows. (55) To make our mathematics simpler we assume the expansion series of e x upto the first order of
x in e x = 1 +
+ ... and incorporate in the above equation (68) and we obtain the value of k as 0.8 and henceforth we obtain the value of β 1 as -6.03 from equation(67) and β 2 to be 0.57 from equation (56) 
